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Ace Toronto Notes
“Post-Pride Open Discussion Topic / Question Box!” Discussion – July 29, 2017

 12 people present
 Reading of respect guidelines (https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/)
 names & pronouns

Introductions / Ice Breakers:

 How did people first learn about asexuality? (for some people it was recent, for others it was years ago)
◦ ace tumblr
◦ researching on the internet
◦ learned about asexuality at a queer youth group that had an A for “asexual” in the acronym title (back

in the early 2000s-- they were very progressive!)
◦ youtube videos and documentary on netflix (e.g., “(A)Sexual” from 2011-- info here)
◦ from a friends
◦ in the newspaper

 How did people find out about Ace Toronto?
◦ From a very deliberate internet search (e.g., asexuality & Toronto)
◦ from tumblr
◦ from seeing info about & attending one of Ace Toronto's public events
◦ from seeing us at Toronto Pride

Question-Box Questions:

Coming out and being out?

• People have mixture of positive and negative experiences (especially in different contexts)
◦ some people being accepting
◦ some people disbelieving and denying that it's possible for anyone or for that particular person
◦ people asking about something (like an ace pin) and then acting like you just told them something 

unnecessarily personal and/or gross (like details of sex life)
▪ maybe less uncomfortable after explaining further what asexuality actually is
▪ other people seem to care a lot more about our sex lives than we do (especially for those of us 

who are not having any sex)
• Often have to do a lot of education to explain what asexuality is or what aromanticism is; give definitions,

etc.
• How?

◦ Coming out to family one at a time, or friends in small groups when relevant
◦ feels very formal to have to do lots of education (because often people don't know)
◦ it comes up “naturally” when people see ace artifacts (e.g., ace pride pin) and ask about them

• Coming out as ace after coming out as other things (e.g., gay or bi; about gender stuff)
◦ people had more negative reaction to someone coming out as vegan

• (Non-ace) people having a lot of difficulty accepting that people don't want to have sex or don't have sex 
(even without the label of “asexuality”), and being explicitly hostile to people who don't want/have sex
◦ this is an issue even in a “gay community” (and even if the person who doesn't want to have sex is 

politically sex-positive)

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1811293/
https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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• Accepting ace identity vs. accepting the way people do relationships:
◦ Sometimes people find it easier to accept the “identity” than the way we actually do relationships 

(i.e., in ways other than romantic relationships)-- maybe specific to aroace, but not necessarily
◦ Sometimes people find it easier to accept someone's asexuality after they see the ace person dating 

(even if it's non-sexual) because there's a frame of reference for understanding

• People not being out
◦ sometimes not being out because not able to explain (and explanations would be necessary)

▪ feels like you have to certified to teach a class about asexuality just in order to come out

• Words can be scary
◦ finding the words to describe your experience can be terrifying experience (because suddenly it's a 

thing, and maybe it means a lot of other things / a recognition of just how “different” you are and 
possibly will be for the rest of your life)

◦ finding words to describe experience can also be really powerful
▪ words help us find information-- something to look up!
▪ Words and labels help us to find each other and build community!
▪ Having a word/label can legitimise the concept

• e.g., for yourself to validate experience
• e.g., for other people, to give them a reason to believe you / take you seriously

(A)Sexuality vs. (A)Romanticism? What is “romantic” attraction (once it's not mixed up with sexual stuff)?

• Really hard to define romantic attraction and romantic feelings
◦ no good definitions that work for everyone
◦ might be able to describe things that go along with romantic attractions / feelings / relationships, but 

none of them are specific to romantic attraction / feelings / relationships per se
▪ culturally coded “romantic” things not a good way to define or describe this
▪ also different for different people

◦ irrational in the sense of wanting to share things or have intimacy when people haven't yet done the 
work of developing the trust / connection to make that rational

◦ heightened emotionality or urgency (or instability) in romantic context
▪ but maybe that's just at the beginning?
▪ Excitement and heart speeding up, literally in the context of romance
▪ Idea of limerance (explanation)

• psychologists define that as the obsession related to romantic love where someone is always 
on your mind (and tends to last between 3 month and 3 years) but does typically end

▪ but also can have (non-romantic) squishes / “friend-crushes” on people where you think about 
them a lot and are excited and really want to get to know them as a friend and for them to like 
you back (i.e., not necessarily romantic)
• lots of talk about that in a romantic context, but not a lot in a non-romantic context
• romantic vs. non-romantic “feels different” (you know it when you feel it, except when you 

don't; and if you have to wonder about it you probably aren't having the same experience as 
other people... except when you are)

◦ Maybe the longer the relationship lasts, the less the difference matters between a romantic and a 
non-romantic close / partner relationship?
▪ Relationships evolve over time and many long-term romantic relationships seem to get “less 

romantic” (and “less sexual”) over time
• relationship based less on “feelings” (particularly romantic ones) and more on commitment?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limerence
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▪ counter-point that non-romantic partnership even over time might still matter a lot that it's not 
romantic

◦ Maybe it's more useful to focus on the relationships and what you want from relationships than to 
focus on trying to classify particular feelings as “romantic” vs. “non-romantic”?

◦ Lots of discussion about contradictions of compulsory sexuality...
▪ how there's a lot of pressure to have sex and be sexual but also still a lot of messages restricting 

sexual desire, especially for particular people (e.g., women, especially women of Colour, LGBTQ+ 
folks, people with disabilities / disabled people, etc.) and not allowing or taking sexual 
desire/feelings seriously or punishing them for it.

◦ But not a lot of discussions of the contradictions of amatonormativity...
▪ expected to do romantic relationships and want them, but also minimising romantic desires or 

putting people down / mocking people for having these desires (e.g., especially women)
• e.g., wanting romantic things being minimised and dismisses as a “silly woman thing” or like 

it's ridiculous or “high maintenance” for people to want others to pay attention to them in 
romantic relationships or want romantic things from them (especially along gendered lines)

• talking with people and being accused of flirting or “leading people on” even when that isn't the 
intention at all (and not understanding what part of the actions would be considered “flirtatious”)

• it's okay to not know if you experience romantic attraction or to be unsure about other things, and it's 
okay for your experiences of those things to change over time too

• label of “WTFromantic / quoiromantic” maybe useful
◦ like a big (ongoing) shrug or question mark to describe how you relate to the idea of romantic 

attraction or romantic orientation
▪ possibly experiencing some kind of romantic attraction (e.g., not necessarily aromantic or 

completely aromantic), but also not really sure how this attraction is directed
▪ possibly not feeling / making a distinction personally in the experience of “romantic” and “non-

romantic” attraction or not finding the concept of “romantic orientation” personally useful or 
applicable

▪ possibly experiencing either variable & changing romantic attractions, or especially romantic 
attractions that don't have a clear pattern

• split attraction model (the idea that romantic and sexual attractions can and often do exist separately or 
independently of one another) useful for many people
◦ but for some people, the romantic & sexual are part and parcel of the same thing; for some people 

aromanticism and asexuality are inherently part and parcel of the same thing
◦ “romantic orientation” (as a separate thing from “sexual orientation”... or at all) doesn't work for 

everyone

Can asexuals be romantic or is that demisexuality?
• Yes asexuals can absolutely be romantic, and many aces are romantically inclined (some are not)

◦ romantic and sexual attraction aren't the same thing, so it's not a contradiction
◦ can have romantic feelings without sexual ones

• Demisexuality is experiencing sexual attraction only after forming some kind of close emotional bond 
(which might or might not be romantic)
◦ demisexual people might be romantically inclined or might be aromantic

▪ people can be aromantic and demisexual (or demisexual and have any other romantic 
orientation)
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Is asexuality a gender?
• No, asexuality is not a gender.
• If you're looking for the word for the “no” option for gender (kind of like how asexuality is sort of the “no”

option for sexuality / sexual orientation), there's “agender”
◦ Agender = not having a gender, or feeling “no gender” or “ungendered” (can be an umbrella term or 

a specific identity)
• Asexuality is not a gender thing, but there is lots of gender identity in the ace community

◦ especially a lot of non-binary people
◦ don't know why-- maybe there's something about asexuality or ace communities that makes it more 

welcoming; or maybe people in ace communities are exposed to the information so are able to 
express non-binary identities; maybe asexuality is particularly conducive to non-binary gender 
experiences, particularly agender? (No way to know why-- people might have very different 
experiences of this, and different relationships between gender and asexuality for different people)
▪ for some people, (a)gender is connected with aceness; for some it's not

• Historically, “gender” and “sexuality” were not separate in the way they are today
◦ the construction of these two categories as independent characteristics of all individuals that come in

various flavours = direct consequence of political and sexological landscape in 19th century Europe
▪ the “heterosexual” drive was considered part of “gender” (i.e., part of being a man was being 

sexually attracted to women, and part of being a woman was being sexually attracted to men... so
when people were same-sex attracted, this must be something wonky or “inversion” of gender)
• seems kind of ridiculous now, but at the same time, this model of clear-cut separate-

independent gender and sexual orientation doesn't work for everyone
◦ gender often somehow relevant to sexual orientation (e.g., history lesbian communities 

and gender-relevant identities like “butch” and “femme” being lesbian-specific)
◦ gender continues to be linked with “sexual orientation” in various cultural contexts 

• Some general terms for approaching gender stuff: 
◦ Cis (cisgender) (adj):

▪ someone whose gender identity straightforwardly matches the gender they were assigned at 
birth

◦ Gender binary (n):
▪ the social system where there are exactly 2 genders (men and women) defined in opposition to 

each other
▪ ties masculinity and maleness to men and femininity and femaleness to women
▪ the gender binary is not universal, and for many cultures the imposition of the gender binary was 

an act of colonial violence by Europe (and Britain) and the US

• Some terms for non-binary gender stuff:
◦ Agender:

▪  not having a gender identity or identifying with no gender or ungendered, etc.
◦ Androgynous:

▪ a kind of non-binary gender implying some combination of conventionally “m” and “f” aspects
▪ older word than many of the other gender-related terms and carries different meanings in 

different contexts
◦ Genderqueer:

▪ umbrella term or label for gender identities & gender expressions that “queer” the gender binary
▪ much overlap with “non-binary” but different in scope and implication (the two are not 

interchangeable)
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◦ Non-binary or nonbinary (abbreviated as nb or enby):
▪ umbrella term for gender identities that do not fit neatly within the man-woman gender binary 

system (some non-binary genders are culturally specific)
▪ sometimes a specific gender identity

• Gender Flux
◦ having fluctuating or changing experiences of gender (gender might fluctuate between two or more 

genders, possibly day-to-day or moment-to-moment)

Do asexuals have love relationships?

• Context of the question implies “love relationships = romantical love relationships”
• Some aces do have romantic relationships (possibly with other aces, possibly with non-aces); while some 

do not and are not interested in that
• But also, not all “love” relationships are “romantic”

◦ and aromantic people often do have various kinds of loving relationships that are not romantic (or 
possibly might participate in romantic relationships for other reasons)

Is it okay to go out with people (e.g., dating) while still trying to figure yourself out? Or is that hurtful?

• You don't need to know everything about yourself before connecting with other people
◦ even cishet folks don't know themselves perfectly!

• It is important to be honest about what you want in the relationships and what you want to do
◦ don't have to share everything with relationship counterparts, but should share what's relevant to 

the relationship
◦ that doesn't just apply to asexual or questioning people though-- that's for everyone! (even if what 

people want in relationships lines up well with what people are “supposed to” want)

Is there an ethical responsibility to disclose asexuality before dating someone? (possibly in the context of 
someone questioning their asexuality, possibly in the context of someone already having a clear ace identity)

• some concern that if people disclose asexuality right off the bat, people might “run for the hills” (and not 
give the opportunity to get to know someone or to figure out if people want similar things from 
relationships)
◦ idea that aces must be closeted to be able ever find a partner

▪ people generally feeling that this is not the case
▪ and if you're worried that someone you're getting to know might “run for the hills” at finding out 

about asexuality... that's probably a red flag anyway (i.e., that's already your answer)
• there is always a risk in a dating relationship that things might not work out long-term (for a variety of 

reasons)
• there might be some common social expectations about what “romantic relationships” should/do involve

and a non-ace partner might feel deceived if they later find out that their partner is asexual. Is it 
deceitful?
◦ It's important to have good communication about what you want in a relationship and what you're 

willing to do / want to do, etc. with the partner
▪ important to communicate about that regularly, because that might change-- for either partner 

over time (and extra-important when you're questioning things / figuring things out)
▪ not just important for an ace person-- that's important for everyone

◦ as long as people are honest about what they want in the relationship (everyone-- not just ace folks), 
then it's not dishonest or deceitful to not disclose an ace identity: never obligated to share how you 
make sense of yourself
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▪ but that is important for everyone as part of “consent culture”
• unpacking any assumptions about what relationships are “supposed to” look like, and nobody

being entitled to sexually access anyone else, not even if they are romantically involved
• sex (and other things) shouldn't be assumed based on the type of relationship: people should

be communicating about what they want and not take anything for granted
◦ In practice, many non-aces assume that romantic relationships will involve sex eventually (even if 

they shouldn't), and the situation can get really uncomfortable and coercive for someone who isn't 
into that
▪ often a reason to disclose an ace identity from the beginning / early on as a form of self-

protection (to avoid the coercion), especially if that's related to not wanting to have sex
• shouldn't be necessary, but unfortunately often is

Has anyone thought about making “compromises” around sex (to avoid being alone)?
• Depends on how you feel or don't feel about having sex...
• if you're going to compromise to have sex, it's really important to be in touch with your own feelings
• there are definitely aces (who aren't into sex) who have “compromise sex” in their romantic relationships 

(with non-aces) for whom it works
◦ but it probably doesn't work for as many people as people seem to think it does
◦ there are lots of people having “compromise sex” who aren't really okay with it

• people sharing bad experiences of selves and partners having “compromise sex”

• there's a lot of societal-level coercion, and social expectations about what people are “supposed to do” in
romantic relationships
◦ if people don't really feel like they could say “no” and it would be okay, then there's already some 

coercion happening-- not really in a position to be fully consenting (even if it's not pressure coming 
from a partner) and there is already violence inherent in that compromise

• “compromising to have sex” =/= “compromising to not have sex”!
◦ You need someone's consent to have sex with them!
◦ You don't need someone's consent to not have sex with them!

▪ People sometimes have objections when they're in a context of a romantic relationship (which his
“supposed to be” sexual because of (usually implied) sense of entitlement to sexually access a 
romantic partner's body
• sometimes that can take some unpacking because people are not always explicitly aware of 

their relationship ideologies around sexual obligation
• important to unpack that stuff-- everyone should be doing that in pursuit of “consent culture”

• People being willing to compromise to not have sex might be more common than people assume 

• discussion of how people associate the word “compromise” (in this context) with negative feelings
◦ people are not necessarily always already in comparable positions which would be important for a 

(fair) “compromise”... not even in a context of seeking explicit verbal consent

Where to start looking for people to date?
• ace vs. non-ace? (especially for the many aces who don't want to have sex!)

◦ Can't assume that an ace person will necessarily want to not have sex just because they're ace
▪ some aces actively want to have sex (e.g., sex-favourable)
▪ not common, but do exist (more common among greys and demis)
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◦ also possible that a non-ace person might want to not have sex
▪ people don't have to be ace to be sex-averse
▪ even people who are into sex might be perfectly comfortable not having sexual contact in a 

particular romantic relationship
• the approach of purposeful dating (e.g., dating sites)

◦ many aces who might be willing to date non-aces they already knew and were getting close with 
would not want to meet any non-aces in a dating-site context
▪ generally avoiding non-aces from dating sites (too much confusion / hassle, explaining, etc.)

◦ OKCupid has a decent population of participants who are ace and ace-friendly
▪ now has options to declare oneself to be ace (and you can specify what you're looking for)

Physical affection without sex-- can that be an asexual thing?
• Yes! Many aces are into non-sexual physical affection!

◦ Not everyone of course-- some people are touch-averse
◦ there's a vast spectrum of what people want in terms of physical intimacy (whether ace or non-ace)

How have people come to find where they fit on the asexual spectrum?
• Some people always “just knew” (and just needed to find out about asexuality)
• read all the options and found one that fit
• just never experienced sexual attraction
• was not straight and not gay, so went out looking for information very deliberately
• the Ah-Ha! moment of realising where you fit / how to describe yourself can be scary but positive!
• Some people still figuring it out-- not always clear-cut (and that's okay too)

◦ some people had one identity then later reconsidered that their experience might have been 
something else

◦ some people's experiences change over time
▪ using labels as tools, and the choice of appropriate “tool” might depend on the context and what 

you're hoping to accomplish there
• depends on what you want from people and what's relevant
• e.g., might identify as “aroace” (aromantic asexual) in a non-ace context just because it's 

easier to explain, but might be into exploring grey stuff in an ace context
• things are so much easier to figure out now than they used to be because there's so much more 

information available now!
◦ Older people might have a longer road

▪ sharing experience around that
• never having wanted to have sex and feeling broken or wrong or left out

◦ not having asexuality as part of the education, not even at the university level in relevant classes
• someone taking a university-level Sex and Gender course and having 1 slide in the entire course about 

asexuality (but at least it's there, when a few years ago it wouldn't have been)
• not encountering the idea of asexuality in a class on intimate relationships, bringing it up later with the 

prof (not a positive experience)

Toronto Pride-- was there participation? Was it well-received?
• Participation this year in all 3 marches-- quite well-received

◦ live news coverage at the Dyke March (and someone else did a radio interview)
▪ available here (Clip 1: about 1h:16 to about 1h:21; Clip 2: about 1h:30 to about 1h:31)

◦ photos from the Dyke March used in an article-- good pictures, but bad captions 
▪ explanations and photos here

https://ace-pride-toronto.tumblr.com/post/162958831211/flares-toronto-pride-media-coverage-good
https://www.facebook.com/dailyxtra/videos/10156867937084572/
https://www.okcupid.com/online-dating/toronto/canada/
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• there were issues in past years of people in parade and people watching parade being hostile (e.g., 
people in the parade telling us to see a doctor to get cured, that we just need to get some sex, etc.)

• not really any issues in recent years of anyone not being supportive
◦ some concern about participating because of high level of anti-ace hostility online this year

▪ recent online anti-ace discourse to the point where people are literally arguing *against* 
comprehensive sex education in order to “protect” children from learning about asexuality, 
because allegedly, finding out about asexuality would “confuse/harm the children”
• same argument that had been commonly made against teaching children about LGB people 

and families, and same arguments often now being made against teaching children about 
“gender identity”
◦ recently some anti-ace people online used a picture of people at the 2014 Toronto Pride 

parade, pointing to one participant who is a physically small adult... to make anti-ace 
comments talking about how the asexuals are “indoctrinating children” (calling the adult 
in the photograph a child)

• the online anti-ace hostility was not an issue for the in-person Pride stuff: most people were supportive
◦ and quite a few people with ace flags / shirts, etc. cheering from the sidelines

• also, Toronto Pride officially recognised “asexuality” as part of their mandate a couple years ago
• first few years we handed out information, people didn't want to take it (as though taking it would make 

them asexual and we are there to stop them from having sex)
◦ much less of that this year (and we handed out 2,000 leaflets)

Other Notes:
 new book with an aroace protagonist: “Tash Hearts Tolstoy” by Kathryn Ormsbee-- available at the 

Toronto Public Library (link). [Interview with the author]

 Some discussion of the term “girlfriend” for platonic / non-romantic woman-woman friendships
◦ confusing & disappointed queer-bating
◦ context-specific (often older women; or young women in a non-urban context)
◦ mixed issues of minimising woman-woman romantic relationships and infantalising adult women; but

also one of the only ways of talking about and celebrating women's friendships with other women 

 discussion of the game “tap tap fish: AbyssRium” 

 Tim Hortons currently has doughnuts with purple & white sprinkles: pretending they are (half) acey!

 What is tumblr?
◦ Sort of a cross between a blog and twitter (can have images and text): kind of like livejournal?

▪ check out Ace Toronto's tumblr: ace-toronto.tumblr.com

 Discussion of people liking the anime “Yuri on Ice” more than they want to...

 pictures in the question box: I wonder if dinosaurs were asexual? Fish with pants! Jellyfish...
 Sharks are type of fish! [wikipedia page]; specifically a type of cartilaginous fish (that don't have “swim 

bladders” of gas for buoyancy like bony fish-- explanation)
◦ many sharks breathe in two ways “buccal pumping” (using muscles around the mouth to pull water in

and over gills) and “ram ventilation” (source ; source) – and therefore can still breathe when not 
swimming / moving through the water

◦ but some “obligate ram breathers” only use ram breathing and need to keep moving to breathe 
(source), such as the Great White Shark (source)

http://www.sharksinfo.com/respiration.html
http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/shark-week/about-this-show/can-sharks-drown/
http://www.amnh.org/learn/pd/sharks_rays/rfl_myth/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elasmobranchii
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shark
http://www.whalefacts.org/great-white-shark-facts/
http://animals.howstuffworks.com/fish/sharks/shark-drown1.htm
http://ew.com/books/2017/07/10/tash-hearts-tolstoy-interview/
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/detail.jsp?Entt=RDM3540371&R=3540371
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuri_on_Ice
http://ace-toronto.tumblr.com/
https://www.abyssrium.com/
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